
Front loader, implements and accessories





A fully comprehensive range of front loaders
offering even higher?

increased and improved:
     breakout forces
     lift height
     lifting forces
     parallel linkage
     jib design
     service

 There are no standard solutions. No short cuts. Developing front
loaders calls for a special approach. What concerns us is how to give
the tractor owner the maximum performance in the most cost effective
way. Which means listening to our customers needs and then
developing practical solutions that meet their expectations. Solutions
that enable man and machine to operate in smooth and seamless
harmony in every working environment.

Following continuous development of our Trima Loaders we now
present our latest range, the ”TRIMA PROFESSIONAL”.

Every Trima Professional loader offers high performance with
more power and greater stability with a broader operating radius
combined with improved dump and crowd angles. But above all, we
have developed loaders that substain tear-out power across practically
the entire working range.

This means the loader has the power to tear-out at ground level
to avoid overloading the tractor’s front axle.

The Trima Professional is designed for driver comfort, operating
efficiency and performance.

Our loader range is suitable for all tractors worldwide today -
yours too.

All our loaders have been adapted in function and design for the
tasks and environments they will be employed in.
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Our comprehensive model
range for an economic, prac-
tical and secure investment.
Built to make life easy for the
tractor, implement and driver.

The perfect match for efficiency
The sideframe design and position on the tractor is a key
factor. Matching the position of the sideframe to the
loader’s design and construction ensures optimum weight
distribution with a low load on the front axle. Important
design criteria in developement are unrestricted driver
vision, excellent stability and unimpaired tractor steering
and pulling power. A well designed sideframe prevents
unnecessary wear and tear on the tractor.

Trima’s FastLocking
Easy positioning quick attach
system, instant secure locking
eliminates axial play no tools
required.

Trima hydraulic valves
are specially developed
for today’s tractors
- with high oil flow and
pressure. Straight
connections reduce the risk
of leakeage and improve
throughput. The compact
hydraulic valve is easy to
position and simple to
connect.

Integrated parking stands with stabilizer pads
Stabilizer pads make the loader disconnecting and
connecting even quicker and easier.

Trima’s single-level control
Multi function operation with rapid and
infinite control of the load is the hallmark
of our single lever.

The single level unit is fitted with a
safety lock lever to prevent inadvertant
movement of the loader.

The same lever operates the 3rd

and 4th hydraulic services, which
connection and disconnection are done
with puch-button switches.

Float - Position
The Trima hydraulic valve has an inbuilt float position.
This relieves the lift cylinders of hydraulic pressure
allowing the loader and implement to follow the
contours of the ground.
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The loaders position and connection to the
tractor is the critical factor for perfect
balance and optimal practicality. All
instalations are specifically designed for
every tractor model. Connecting and
disconnecting the loader and implements
is an easy operation.

Trima Implement- and latching
system gives you freedom of choice
We have given you the freedom to choose which imple-
ment system suits you best. Trima Euro or Euro-SMS.
The frames provide excellent visibility when operating the
loader and changing implements.

Service-friendly
All lubrication points are on the
outside of the loader for easy
access.

AutoSafe Hydraulic
implement latching

Manual latching

Autosafe Hydraulic
implement latching

Manual latching

Trima AutoSafe
Hydraulic implement
latching
Trima AutoSafe is integrated with
our standard hydraulic systems, in
connection with the chock-valve, to
eliminate the need for any additional hydraulic services.
This makes latching cost effective and convenient to
retrofit. AutoSafe Hydraulic implement latching is
standard on certain loaders.

Manual implement locking
The Trima manual implement locking system has an easy to
manoevre mechanism with central locking and safety catch.

Equipped for 3rd and 4th
hydraulic services
In line with the increasing use of
hydraulic implements we have designed
our range to enable additional hydraulics
services to be easily fitted, by delivery
as well as retrofitted.

Euro-SMS

Euro

The frontloader on the picture has extra accessories.

The location of the quick-couplings on
the implement holder gives a quick,
convenient and safer connection and
disconnection of the hydraulic
implements.
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Adjustable axial points
reduces wear, prolongs life span and
retains lubricant in the pivot points.

Open design implement holder
provides an unrestricted view when
connecting and disconnecting implements.

High performance and quality in every detail
The Trima Professional’s inbuilt
strength and power is an
unbeatable combination : few if
any loaders can match the Trima
Professional for versatility and
performance. Every ounce of a
Trima loaders muscular design
offers practical performance.
Nothing has been spared to ensure
service and reliability.

              Clear visibility
             the upper side of the
           transverse tube are
         free from hydraulic
       wiring and equipment
    which gives the driver
extra ordinarily clear

visibility.

Double strength
crossmember
has inner and outer
stress plates to the jib
which distribute the
torsional forces and
stabilize the loader.

Heavy duty link pins
enable wider and greater load bearing.

Trima PowerLink
(see top right)

The frontloader on the picture has extra accessories.
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16 stage material surface treatment
Our loaders are surface treated in a new ultra modern plant. The
finishing process, which includes zinc phosphoring, ensures
durable and long lasting protection for the loader and is an
important part of our quality program. The plant also features an
environment friendly water purification process. In every respect,
our paint plant is an investment in the future.

Trima PowerLink
Exceptional high power tear-out force
prevents overloading your tractor
The intelligent design of the Trima Professional’s Power
Link system holds its very high tear-out force virtually
through the full lift range of the loader.  This means,
especially at ground level by utilising the lever principle
as illustrated below the Trima PowerLink transfers the
weight to the ground and will break out the heaviest
material without overloading the tractor.

A low tear-out force at ground level exposes the
tractors front axle, tyres and loader to unnecessary
forces due to additional operation of the lift cylinders to
tear out material. Trima Power Link protects your tractor
and loader.

Spherical bearings fitted in front and rear
solid pivot points on all loaders-
eliminate deformation in the event of uneven loading, gives
added protection and ensures a longer working life for the
loader.  Bearings fitted to these key positions allow the
loader to withstand those heavy forces. All other pivot
points are fitted with bronze bushes.
Trima quality in every detail.

Industrial designed
solid pivot points
Strength where the
forces and stresses
are the greatest.

Swedish high quality steel jib
combined with our overlap double
skin design gives the loader jib
exceptional strength to handle the
toughest of tasks.

Exact parallel linkage provides greater
control and reduces spillage
Trima’s professional parallel linkage gives a smooth line from
ground to full height.  Material loads can be transported at
greater heights without spillage. The Trima Professional Power
Link  loaders give you exact, accurate and economic control
during handling.

Rapid dump implement cylinders
Equal displacement of the oil in the cylinder gives the optimal
dump speed to the implement. The rod is supported by three
seal carrier which prolong operating life.

Improved implement crowd
and dump angles
gives an excellent operating radius and increased efficiency.
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Trima Professional Parallel Linkage Loaders (Please note that the 

TRACTORS
75 – 150 HP
55 – 110 KW

TRACTORS
45 – 80 HP
33 – 59 KW

Lift height to pivot point 3,15 m
At ground level 1650 kg
At 1.5 mtrs 1400 kg
At max height 1200 kg
Max. tear-out force 1700 kg
Weight, excluding mounting, 340 kg
* Not equipped with PowerLink

SERIE 3

SERIE 4

Lift height to pivot point  3,80 m
At ground level 2000 kg
At 1.5 mtrs 1775 kg
At max height 1600 kg
Max. tear-out force 3350 kg
Weight, excluding mounting, 505 kg

The frontloaders have extra accessories.
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Lifting force pivot point

Lifting force 750 mm
out from pivot point

Tear-out force 750 mm
out from pivot point

TRACTORS
60 – 100 HP
44 – 74 KW

TRACTORS
90 – 150 HP
66 – 110 KW

TRACTORS
60 – 100 HP
44 – 74 KW

TRACTORS
60 – 100 HP
44 – 74 KW

TRACTORS
90 – 130 HP
66 – 96 KW

TRACTORS
90 – 150 HP
66 – 110 KW

Lift height to pivot point  3,55 m
At ground level 1600 kg
At 1.5 mtrs 1250 kg
At max height 1100 kg
Max. tear-out force 1900 kg
Weight, excluding mounting, 410 kg

Lift height to pivot point  3,55 m
At ground level 1900 kg
At 1.5 mtrs 1600 kg
At max height 1500 kg
Max. tear-out force 2600 kg
Weight, excluding mounting, 425 kg

Lift height to pivot point  3,75 m
At ground level 2000 kg
At 1.5 mtrs 1800 kg
At max height 1600 kg
Max. tear-out force 2600 kg
Weight, excluding mounting, 435 kg

Higher lift
Lift height to pivot point 4,0 m
At ground level 1950 kg
At 1.5 mtrs 1700 kg
At max height 1500 kg
Max. tear-out force 2850 kg
Weight, excluding mounting, 540 kg
’ Not equipped with PowerLink

Lift height to pivot point  4,00 m
At ground level 2500 kg
At 1.5 mtrs 2250 kg
At max height 2050 kg
Max. tear-out force 3350 kg
Weight, excluding mounting, 550 kg

Higher lift
Lift height to pivot point  4,20 m
At ground level 2200 kg
At 1.5 mtrs 2050 kg
At max height 1900 kg
Max. tear-out force 3350 kg
Weight, excluding mounting, 560 kg

A counterweight, normally of about 800
kg, must be used for safety reasons. For
more detailed information, please
contact Trima.

The technical data may vary,
depending on the tractor model

c-version are not equipped with PowerLink) NEW!
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Trima Professional Non Parallel Loaders

TRACTORS
45 – 80 HP.
33  – 59 KW

Lift height to pivot point 3,15 m
At ground level 1300 kg
At 1.5 mtrs 1100 kg
At max height  825 kg
Max.tear-out force 1700 kg
Weight, excluding mounting 305 kg

SERIE 2

SERIE 5

Parallel linkage feature for tractors rated up to 260 HP

The frontloaders have extra accessories.
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Trima 5.85, suitable för tractors up to 260 HP
which is our largest and and strongest front
loader in the range.

With a very strong jib construction,
additional reinforcement at the knee and cross
member areas with optimised dimensioned
bearing points the Trima 5.85 has been designed
for use in arduous conditions and where
continuous operation is required.

Trima 5.85 is equipped with the famous
Trima PowerLink for maximum tear-out force and
accurate parallel linkage.

Lift hight 4.20 m at pivot point, greater lift
capacity and larger diameter pipework suitable for
increased oil flow on high horsepower tractors.

Trima 5.85 Professional for strength,
durability and long life.

The loader can be equipped from factory
with the following comfort accessories, Trima FLD
– load shock absorber, Trima AutoSafe – hydrau-
lic implement latching and 3rd and 4th function.

The loader specification can vary in specific
markets.

Lifting force pivot point

Lifting force 750 mm
out from pivot point

Tear-out force 750 mm
out from pivot point

Lifting force pivot point

Lifting force 750 mm
out from pivot point

Tear-out force 750 mm
out from pivot point

TRACTORS
60 – 100 HP.
44 – 74 KW

TRACTORS
60 – 100 HP.
44 – 74 KW

TRACTORS
90 – 130 HP.
66 – 96 KW

TRACTORS
120 – 260 HP.
  88 – 192 KW

Lift height to pivot point 3,55 m
At ground level 1400 kg
At 1.5 mtrs 1300 kg
At max height 1100 kg
Max.tear-out force 2250 kg
Weight, excluding mounting, 385 kg

Lift height to pivot point 4 m
At ground level 2050 kg
At 1.5 mtrs 1950 kg
At max height 1500 kg
Max.tear-out force 2250 kg
Weight, excluding mounting,480 kg

Lift height to pivot point 3,75 m
At ground level 1550 kg
At 1.5 mtrs 1500 kg
At max height 1250 kg
Max.tear-out force 2250 kg
Weight, excluding mounting, 390 kg

Lift height to pivot point 4,20 m
At ground level 2850 kg
At 1.5 mtrs 2650 kg
At max height 2475 kg
Max.tear-out force 3350 kg
Weight, excluding mounting, 720 kg

A counterweight, normally of about 800
kg, must be used for safety reasons. For
more detailed information, please
contact Trima.

The technical data may vary,
depending on the tractor model

A counterweight, normally of about 800
kg, must be used for safety reasons. For
more detailed information, please
contact Trima.
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Select the correct loader for your requirements and tractor
All Trima Professional loaders offer optimum
possible performance within their specification for
the tractor power they are designed for.
Determining which model suits you best depends
on the type of work it will perform and how the
loader will be used. For further advice please
contact your local dealer.

A Trima Professional loader is a high
quality investment for the future which will
extend your tractor’s working range, with excel-
lent overall economy.

Tractors       hp
                   kW
Loader model

H1 Lift height to pivot point
H2 Lift height under level implement  (m)
Lift capacity at pivot point at 185 bar oil pressure
L1a - at ground level (kg)
L3a - max height (kg)

Lift capacity 750 mm from pivot point at 185 bar oil pressure
L1 - at ground level (kg)
L2 - at 1.5 m height  (kg)
L3 - max height (kg)
Max tear-out force 750 mm from pivot point.
B1 crowd angle (°)
B2 crowd angle (°)
T1 dump angle (°)
T2 dump angle (°)

Tractors      hp
                  kW
Loader model

H1 Lift height to pivot point
H2 Lift height under level implement
Lift capacity at pivot point at 185 bar oil pressure
L!a - at ground level (kg)
L3a - max height (kg)

Lift capacity 750 mm from pivot point at 185 bar oil pressure
L1 - at ground level (kg)
L2 - at 1.5 m height  (kg)
L3 - at max height (kg)

Max tear out force 750 mm from pivot point
B1 crowd angle (°)
B2 crowd angle (°)
T1 dump angle (°)
T2 dump angle (°)

Professional Parallel
Linkage loaders

Non Parallel Drive loaders

CE Compliance
Trima’s Front Loaders comply with the rules
and regulations contained in the Directive on
machinery. These regulations describe the
health, safety and environmental requirements
relating to the design and construction of
machines.

A counterweight, normally of about 800 kg, must be used for safety reasons. For more
detailed information, please contact Trima.

The technical data may vary, depending on the tractor model

Crowd- and dump angle may vary, depending
on implement.

45-80       75-150 90-150
33-59 55-110            66-110       88-192
3.10c 3.20 3.40 3.60 3.80c 4.65 4.80 4.85 5.85

3,15 3,55 3,55 3,75 4,00 3,80 4,00 4,20 4,20
2,95 3,30 3,30 3,50 3,75 3,60 3,75 3,95 3,95

2100 1800 2200 2200 2200 2250 2800 2500 3150
1300 1350 1900 1950 1750 1950 2300 2150 2750

1650 1600 1900 2000 1950 2000 2500 2200 2850
1400 1250 1600 1800 1700 1775 2250 2050 2650
1200 1100 1500 1600 1500 1600 2050 1900 2475

1700 1900 2600 2600 2850 3350 3350 3350 3350
39 45 45 45 44 45 46 47 46
46 54 54 54 60 54 54 54 54
52 55 55 55 48 50 50 44 50
82 90 90 90 107 95 95 95 95

45-80 60-100 90-130
33-59 44-74 66-96

2.10 2.20 2.60 2.80

3,15 3,55 3,75 4,00
2,95 3,30 3,50 3,75

2100 2200 2250 2800
1300 1650 1850 2300

1300 1400 1550 2050
1100 1300 1500 1950
825 1100 1250 1500

1700 2250 2250 2250
39 45 45 46

125 132 132 138
52 56 51 50

125 128 146 147

120-26060-100
44-74

90-130
66-96
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TMD 4 for auto connection and disconnection of the
hydraulic services
A superb practical design which makes connection and
disconnection of the hydraulic services to the loader a
simple manual task. The valve couplings are protected when
the loader is removed from the tractor by means of a snap
cover. Should the loader be required to work on a second
tractor an adapter kit is available.

Trima Multi-Doc
Quick Release System

TMD 2 for auto connection and disconnection of the
hydraulic services to implements (not in picture)
TMD 2 enables quick, safe and convenient connection and
disconnection of the hydraulics to implements from the
loaders 3rd service valve. No loss of oil is a feature of the
TMD 2 system.

TMD kits are available for additional hydraulic
implements. The TMD 2 is ideal should you need to change
hydraulic implements regularly.

Trima FLD 800 Shock
Compensatory System
Trima FLD 800 embraces our philosophy of being ”the
tractors and drivers best friend”. The Trima FLD 800
ensures driver comfort without compromising safe transport
of fragile loads, for example, when transporting wrapped
bales, where any unwanted movement can cause damage.
The shock absorber effectively evens any shock or bounce
when the tractor is driven over rough and uneven surfaces.
Trima FLD 800 improves the stability, steering of the tractor
and reduces driver fatigue.

The shock absorber relieves the pressure on the
tractor, by absorbing the shock loads to the tractor chassis,
front axle and wheels. Easily accessible controls for shutoff in
special applications.
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ElectroDrive CDC
Electro-hydraulic controller

ElectroDrive CDC (Canabus Digital Control) gives the driver maximun
comfort and precision for frontloaders operation.

The electro-hydraulic control system gives proportional and
exact operation.

The most difficult load are handled with fingertip control all
way out on the implement.

Joy-Stick with very small overall dimensions can be placed anywhere
in the cabin.

The wrist-support is a help to a safer operation as well as a
more convenient and better ergonomic working position.

Programmable for work with 3rd and 4th hydraulic function
and also in combination with extern hydraulic, i.e. hydraulic
implements with several functions.

Float-Position is activated with single lever-movement.

Also programmable for the drivers individual driving-qualities and
adjustable to precision-control, i.e. by pallet handling.
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Trima Comfort
Accessories

Trima AutoSafe
Hydraulic Implement Latching
Changing implements on and off the loader without
leaving the cab saves time and improves operating
efficiency. Trima AutoSafe does not require an additional
hydraulic service to operate it, AutoSafe has been
integrated into the loaders hydraulic circuit. Trima
AutoSafe is the comfortable way to change implements.

3rd and 4th Hydraulic Services
The Trima Loaders can be equipped with electric valves
for 3rd and 4th hydraulic services.
The valves are used for hydraulic implements. The
chockvalve-block makes base for addition of the valves
who are placed well protected in front of the transverse
tube.
The quick-couplings to the 3rd hydraulic service are
placed on the implement holder for convenient coupling
of the implement..

The combi tool carrier Euro/SMS
This bracket is for implements with Euro brackets
and SMS brackets, e.g. some Scandinavian loaders.



We make every effort to find environment-friendly
system solutions. We use materials and production
methods that give you a Trima loader which has a
long useful life and which can be recycled at the end
of its life cycle.

The steel used is important. The steels used
for Trima loaders are purchased from steelworks that
use environment-friendly processes which are the
best that today's technology can achieve. Trima puts
to use the properties of high-strength steels, and our
loaders probably have the best available weight/
performance ratio. This results in low consumption of
resources, and gives the user the day-to-day
opportunity to carry higher payloads.

Green surface treatment for
the black loader
Trima has taken a giant step beyond all traditional
surface treatment processes. Trima has cut out 95%
of the harmful emissions normally caused by solvent-
based paint systems.

The surface treatment is carried out in an

The black Trima
loaders are green

advanced system which is used in applications such
as the heavy vehicle industry.

A far-sighted environmental
step for Trima
Surface treatment is carried out in a 16-stage
painting line. The loader is first subjected to basic
treatment by zinc and manganese phosphating, in a
system in which the process liquids are kept in a
closed circuit. The primer and top coat are water
based, which minimize the emissions of solvents.
Moreover, water-based paint is both stronger and
more durable.

So we have every reason to claim that our
black loaders are actually green.
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What use is a loader
without implements?

Our buckets fit
most front loaders!
Our buckets have alternative tool hooks which in addition to our own
loaders also fit several other makes of loader.

A: Euro/W
The buckets have tool hooks which fit Trima with W-frame,

Quicke Series Q, and other loader makes with Euro tool

attachment.

B: SMS
Adapted for Trima/Bergsjö with SMS attachment,

Quicke Combi attachment, Kellve/Vreten/Howard and other

loaders with SMS tool attachment.

C: Quicke type 3
Fits fully hydraulic loaders which preceded Quicke Series Q.

Every day, all year round, our loaders are working on farms, in industry,

and with contractors and local authorities.

The loader would have fewer uses without good, versatile implements.

This is why we invest huge amounts into developing our implements so

they can do full justice to our loaders. As a result, we have become the

world’s largest producer of implements for front end loaders.
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Quadrogrip is the perfect implement for transporting and stacking big square and round bales
both wrapped and non-wrapped.

The implement arms are hydraulically operated. The left and right arm can be locked
alternatively or you can have both arms moving freely. The clamp area is adjustable allowing you to
handle bales with a width of 60 cm to 200 cm.

The slide rails in high quality polythene instead of metal is a detail that underlines the solid
design. The slide rails reduces the need for lubrication and extend the life span of the implement.

QUADROGRIP

BALE IMPLEMENTS

QUADROGRIP

Weight 418 kg

Width 235 cm

For bales 60-200 cm

Length of arms 130 cm
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With Flexibal the wrapped bale is gripped
gently. The bale is then transported to
the storage area.
Tipping bales is simple and controlled
with the bale support as a counter
support.

FLEXIBAL

Weight 195 kg

Bale size, max 180 cm

BALE SUPPORT

Weight 45 kg

Flexibal is specially designed for handling wrapped bales without damaging the plastic. The
implement has two bale spikes covered by rotating steel tubes. These are adjustable sideways by
means of a hydraulic ram to ensure gentle handling of the wrapped bales.

If you need to handle non-wrapped bales or pallets instead, the steel tubes can be removed.
Flexibal can handle two bales at a time or transport pallets up to a weight of one tonne.

Fit an adjustable bale support* and then handle bales of various sizes. Fitted to the back
frame of the implement, the support can be raised and lowered, serving as a counter support
when tipping the bale to its flat side.

FLEXIBAL

*extra accessories
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By stacking the bales on their flat sides, the material is compressed and penetration of air and damp is
avoided. Flexigrip and Unigrip get the job done. They handle and stack the bales gently.

 The arms are hydraulically operated. With Flexigrip the left and right arm can be locked alternatively.
The arm has, however, a slight flotation thus making close stacking of bales possible without damaging the
plastic. The arm design also provides easy release from the bale and offers the unique possibility to stack
the bales closely. The rounded shape is a component that further contributes to a careful handling. The
unique support beam, that spreads the pressure on the bale has, for example, a rounded shape made in
one piece. No sharp edges to tear or snag the plastic wrap.

FLEXIGRIP

BALE IMPLEMENTS

FLEXIGRIP 160 200

Weight 242 kg 262 kg

Bale size, max 160 cm 200 cm
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Unigrip is a new implement for handling round bales. Although similar to Flexigrip in the work it can
accomplish, Unigrip has a slightly different design and lower weight than Flexigrip. Your choice of implement
here depends on your own particular working routines

Like Flexigrip, Unigrip has a soft and rounded shape for efficient bale handling. Unigrip’s arm design
also makes release from the bale easy. The implement, which comes in two sizes, spreads the pressure
evenly over the bale due to a large grabbing area.

Weight 200 kg 240 kg

Bale size max 130 cm 160 cm

UNIGRIP 130 160

Clamps, lifts and tips the bale. Then
transports the bale to the storage area and
stacks up to three bales on top of one an-
other closely and with ease. Both Unigrip
and Flexigrip are perfect for the task.

UNIGRIP
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EP 0572374

The easy and cheap way to cut bales
Until now, cutting a round bale meant either hard work or big expense. If you have a front end
loader with double-acting lift rams you no longer have those problems. Silosplit does the job
now. You just have to press the blade down and the bale will fall apart in two halves. You can
then handle the silage or straw very easily. An incredibly simple solution to a problem of the
past. The Silosplit knife is supplied with an easy-to-handle safety guard for when the blade is
not in use. This guard also protects the blade edge when the implement is stationary.

      SILOSPLIT M HD

Weight 85 kg 110 kg

Width 120 cm 120 cm

Depth 140 cm 170 cm

Patented solution simplifies the job
Transport the bale with Silosplit to a suitable area where the
bale can be placed on the ground. Silosplit is then positioned
above the bale. The blade is pressed down using the double-
acting lift rams of the loader. The bale falls in two halves and
it is then very easy to handle the silage or straw.

BALE UNWINDER

Width 78 cm
Centre tine 110 cm

Support tine 3/55 qty/cm
Hydrualic motor

–pressure 180 bar
–flow 40 l/min

Weight 160 kg

Requires 3rd hydraulic function

Beam length 120 cm
Hydrual cylinder 1 qty

Shredder tines 5 qty
Weight 20 kg

Requires 4th hydraulic function

The unit is installed on the Bale Unwinder
with two bolls.

BALE SHREDDER

BALE UNWINDER

SILOSPLIT

BALE IMPLEMENTS

Patent.
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Weight 190 kg

Number of tines 4

For 2-4 big bales. Telescopic
mast. The height of the clamp
from the tines can vary from
95 cm to 195 cm.

Weight 60 kg

Width 115 cm

Depth 110 cm

Weight 200 kg

Increased lift height 115 cm

Number of bales 4-5
[hight of bale120 cm]

Bale size max. 130 cm

The flexible tine frame on the Square Bale Fork is a new and valuable safety detail. Firstly
you can lock the tines in an upright position, making transport without bales safer.
Secondly you get more efficient and safer handling of bales at full height. Due to the built-in
30°-float position, you can easily drop the bale off while reversing from the bale.

The implement comes in two versions, Square Bale Fork 190, with a wider frame and
not less than five tines. Square Bale Fork 140 comes with two tines as standard, but can
be equipped with two additional ones.

Adding some of the optional extras for the Square Bale Fork, it can perform even
more tasks. Both an extension set for handling more than one bale at ones as well as a big
bag lifter can be fitted to the implement frame. Both options feature height adjustment.

SQUARE BALE FORK 140 190

Weight 133 kg 168 kg

Width 140 cm 190 cm

Number of tines 2 st 5 st

DB 2115 DB 4000

SQUARE BALE FORK

BALE SPIKE

Weight  78 kg 82 kg

Width  140 cm 140 cm

Length of tines  125 cm 82 cm

RYGGFÖRHÖJNING

Weight 42 kg
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BRD 69007525.1

GB 2231 024

IRL 64113

SE 8901415-3

Specially designed for silage of maize
We have developed two versions of Silocut to handle smaller spillage:
150 MG and 190 MG. Serrated knife. Covered front and side sections.
The back frame is covered with a mesh plate.

Weight 480 kg 580 kg
Block size, max. 152 x 80 192 x 80

x 74 cm x 74 cm
Block capacity, max. 0,90 m3 1,14 m3

Opening 74 cm 74 cm
Number of tines 13 16

Distance between tines 12 cm 12 cm
Working width 150 cm 190 cm

Silocut 150 mg 190 mg

Perfect blocks of silage in seconds
Silocut is a versatile and very reliable implement to operate, with low maintenance costs. With hardened blades
both at the front and sides, Silocut makes easily-manageable blocks with clean section surfaces in the silo, thus
preventing secondary fermentation. The angled side-blade makes cutting easier. The best quality with heavy-duty
box section and hardened tines, of which the outer two are stone fork tines. The curved tines facilitate the
unloading of the blocks. Silocut also operates perfectly well with frozen silage thanks to its two powerful rams.

Patented solution for
safe handling

This implement operates best with
the sharpest possible edges (whet
with a file) which therefore means
there is always some risk that an
accident might occur. For this
reason, we have produced the only
silage cutter on the market which
has a guard to provide complete
protective cover for the front and
side blades. The danger of harming
animals during feeding is thereby
considerably reduced.

Weight 345 kg 390 kg 530 kg

Block size, max. 112 x 80 152 x 80 192 x 80
x 80 cm x 80 cm x 80 cm

Block capacity, max. 0,71 m3 0,97 m3 1,23 m3

Opening 80 cm 80 cm 80 cm
Number of tines 9 13 16

Distance between tines 12 cm 12 cm 12 cm
Working width 110 cm 150 cm 190 cm

Silocut 110 150 190

SILOCUT

SILOCUT MG

Patent.

SILAGE EQUIPMENT
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Multigrab HD 160 180 200

Weight 460 kg 500 kg 560 kg
Width 160 cm 180 cm 200 cm

Capacity 0,86 m3 1,00 m3 1,14 m3

Depth 80 cm 80 cm 80 cm

SILOGRAB

MULTIGRAB

MULTIGRAB HD

Silograb 130 150 170 190 210 230 250

Weight 250 kg 270 kg 300 kg 320 kg 355 kg 377 kg 405 kg
Width 130 cm 150 cm 170 cm 190 cm 210 cm 230 cm 250 cm

Capacity 0,69 m3 0,79 m3 0,90 m3 1,01 m3 1,11 cm3 1,22 cm3 1,33 m3

Depth 85 cm 85 cm 85 cm 85 cm 85 cm 85 cm 85 cm

Weigth 295 kg 322 kg 350 kg 375 kg 456 kg
Width 130 cm 150 cm 170 cm 190 cm 230 cm

Capacity 0,73 m3 0,84 m3 0,96 m3 1,07 m3 1,30 m3

Depth 85 cm 85 cm 85 cm 85 cm 85 cm

Multigrab 130 150 170 190 230
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Choice of material, design, function and tests are for us

important considerations when developing new attachments.

We know that some people use their buckets for hard work

every day, all year round, whilst others use them for lighter

jobs. Depending on what is to be handled in the bucket and

how much it is used, our range of buckets is adapted to

provide many alternatives for the user.

1. The buckets are round-bottomed and conically shaped, which means that
they are easy to fill and empty, even with material with a tendency to “stick”,
e.g. clay.

Quality – Stability – Economy

Non-drop design
In the design of the new buckets we have endeavoured to attain
as balanced a design as possible, partly to rationalise work and
partly to minimise “spillage” another important consideration when
handling various goods.

Non-Drop Design means optimum control over work and load.

2. To attain optimum torsional regidity the broader buckets (not L and LV)
have inset reinforcement plates. Series HD is further equipped with a strong
rear reinforcement.

3. The back of the bucket´s upper edge has a shaped U-profile providing
further stability.

4. The indentation in the ends gives them greater rigidity. The tips are
furthermore reinforced against wear. (Not L and LV)

5. All buckets have extremely hardwearing cutting edges, 500 Brinell.
Thickness 16 or 20 mm depending on type of bucket and size. Together with
the lateral reinforcing bars under the bottom of the bucket, this design
contributes to high stability, torsional rigidity and durability.

6. The implement hooks also contribute to increased stability.

An unlimited range of buckets!
• A complete series of buckets made of top-quality steel • Equipped with hardened cutting edge, 500
Brinell, for extra long life and economy • Functional conical design in combination with rounded base
for optimum filling and emptying  • Long base sweep and “Non-Drop Design” minimise the risk of
spillage when loading loose material • Wide range

BUCKETS
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Volume (heaped), m3 0,54 0,65
Width, cm 135 160
Depth, cm 81 81
Height, cm 75 75

Cutting edge WxT, mm 150/16 150/16
Weight, kg 147 166

Volume (heaped), m3 0,54 0,65
Width, cm 135 160
Depth, cm 81 81
Height, cm 75 75

Cutting edge WxT, mm 150/16 150/16
Teeth, number 6 7

Weight, kg 152 172

Volume (heaped), m3 0,72 0,82
Width, cm 185 210
Depth, cm 81 81
Height, cm 75 75

Cutting edge WxT, mm 150/16 150/16
Teeth, number 8 9

Weight, kg 211 259

Strong universal buckets, designed for any agricultural, municipal and contractor task. The larger H-
buckets are equipped with extra reinforcements between the back and base.

These buckets have the same solid design as the H series and are equipped with welded teeth.
The larger HT-buckets are equipped with extra reinforcements between the back and base.

The perfect bucket for anyone needing a strong bucket with great
depth and high volume. Basic design as Series H and HT. 240-260
HT are equipped with extra-strong ends and cutting edges.

SERIES HD  185HD 210HD 240HD 260HD
Volume (heaped), m3 0,72 0,82 0,95 1,03

Width, cm 185 210 240 260
Depth, cm 81 81 86 86
Height, cm 75 75 75 75

Cutting edge WxT, mm 150/20 150/20 200/20 200/20
Weight, kg 235 285 340 365

Our strongest bucket. Intended for the hardest and most demanding tasks. Strong
end and rear reinforcements and extra-strong cutting edges are some of the
details which makes the buckets especially reliable.

SERIES H

SERIES HT

SERIES HT  135HT 160HT SERIES HT  185HT 210HT

SERIES HV SERIES HD

SERIES H  135H 160H SERIES H 185H 210H 240H
Volume (heaped), m3 0,72 0,82 0,95

Width, cm 185 210 240
Depth, cm 81 81 81
Height, cm 75 75 75

Cutting edge WxT, mm 150/16 150/16 150/20
Weight, kg 205 252 294

SERIES HV  200HV 220HV 240HV 260HV
Volume (heaped), m3 1,16 1,28 1,70 1,85

Width, cm 200 220 240 260
Depth, cm 104 104 109 109
Height, cm 85 85 98 98

Cutting edge WxT, mm 150/16 150/16 200/20 200/20
Weight, kg 273 294 415 443
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Volume (heaped), m3 2,00

Width, cm 230
Depth, cm 120
Heigth, cm 120

Cutting edge WxT, mm 150x20
Weigth, kg 480

Areas of use H HT HV HD  L  LV

Light digging and
loading work

Loading grain,
snow etc,.
Loading of light
material to high level
Heavy digging and
loading work

Work in gravel,
earth and stone

Contract work in
gravel, earth and stone

Planning work

Professional snow
clearance

Which bucket should I choose?

Best choise Good choise

High
tip

Excellent for handling of grain, artificial fertiliser, fuel
pellets and other light, voluminous materials. Also
suitable for snow clearance on your own property.

A very reasonably priced bucket, especially adapted for
users with fewer and lighter tasks for which a functional
bucket is more important than the top technical
features.

High-tip bucket, intended for handling of voluminous
material to a great height, e.g. loading of grain, beets
and fuel pellets into storage silo, or for snow clearance.
Increases the lifting height by as much as 120 cm.
Equipped with two double-acting hydraulic rams.
Rapidly connected to the loader´s tool frame.
An extra double-acting hydraulic function is required.

SERIES L SERIES LV

HIGH TIPPING
BUCKETS

SERIES LV  200LV 220LV

Volume (heaped), m3 1,13 1,25

Width, cm 200 220
Depth, cm 100 100
Height, cm 85 85

Cutting edge WxT, mm 100/16 100/16
Weight, kg 243 262

SERIES L  130L 180L

Volume (heaped), m3 0,51 0,71

Width, cm 130 180
Depth, cm 80 80
Height, cm 75 75

Cutting edge WxT, mm 100/12 100/12
Weight, kg 136 171

BUCKETS

Grad.
bucket

Volume (heaped) 0,65 cm3

Width 220 cm
Depth 110 cm
Heigth 50 cm

Cutting edge WxT 150x20 mm

Weight 337 kg

GRADING BUCKET

GRADING BUCKET 220
A new powerful Grading bucket. Featuring an extended base and
low back for exellent visibility from the drivers seat. Robust end
plates, rear reinforcements and extra-strong cutting edges ensure
this bucket is capable of the most demanding of operations.
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Weight 123 kg 136 kg 152 kg 165 kg 203 kg

Width 130 cm 150 cm 170 cm 190 cm 230 cm
Depth 85 cm 85 cm 85 cm 85 cm 85 cm

Number of tines 7 8 9 10 12

Tine distance c/c 110 mm

MANURE FORKS

MANURE FORK 130 150 170 190 230

STONE FORKS

MULTIPURPOSE FORK

STONE FORK

FORKS

STONE FORK  150 200

Width 150 cm 200 cm

Height 73 cm 73 cm
Length of tines 98 cm 98 cm

Number of tines 14 18
Tine distance 11 cm 11 cm

Weight 245 kg 295 kg

STONE FORK  150 200

Width 150 cm 200 cm

Depth 100 cm 100 cm
heigth 80 cm 80 cm

Number of tines 14 18
Tine distance 11 cm 11 cm

Weigth 216 kg 268 kg
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LOG GRAB ATTACHMENT
Fits 1000 kg, 1600 kg and 2500 kg
pallet forks

BALE SPIKE FOR
PALLET FORK

PALLET FORK 1000 KG 1600 KG 2500 KG

Weight 118 kg

Max. load 1000 kg

Width 120 cm

Height 170 cm

BIG BAG LIFTER

Bale spike for use in combination
with frame for pallet forks.

ACCESSORIES - PALLET FORKS

Weight 85 kg

Weight 122 kg 160 kg 170 kg

Max. load 1000 kg 1600 kg 2500 kg
Width 140 cm 140 cm 140 cm

Fork length 97 cm 97 cm 120 cm

PALLET FORKS

LIFTING EQUIPMENT

Weight 24 kg
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HITCH FRAME FOR 3-POINT
LINKAGE FOR IMPLEMENTS
TYPE EURO AND TYPE 3

COUNTER WEIGHT, EMPTY

COUNTER WEIGHT, FILLED

Weigth 605 kg 620 kg 640 kg 655 kg 710 kg 730 kg
Width 210 cm 210 cm 240 cm 240 cm 260 cm 260 cm
Depth 81 cm 81 cm 86 cm 86 cm 86 cm 86 cm

Length of tines – 24 cm – 24 cm – 27 cm

TYPE 210 210 T 240 240 T 260 260 T

With and without teeth.

Weight 125 kg

Weight 1000 kg

Weight 78 kg

MAXI GRAPPLE

ACCESSORIES

Backscreen is optional



The largest service organisation in the industry.
With a Trima service and spare parts agent for all Trima
products in every market we serve, you will always have
peace of mind when you choose Trima.
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Secure investment – economic –
service assured – high resale value

The frontloaders in this catalogue are equipped with additional features, some of these products can be optional equipment. Note all of the products are available for all markets, work involving front end loaders and loader implements can
be hazardens. Serious injury to those working with the machinery and damage to materials can occur as a result of incorrect working procedures, show respect for the area where you are working, use your common sense and follow local rules
and regulations. Always read the instruction book which accompanies the machinery carefully. Only use original spare parts and accessories. Ålö’s range of products undergoes continual development. We reserve the right to alter, at any time,
specifications, prices and design without incurring any liability.

ÅLÖ AB, se 901 37 Umeå, Sweden

Tel: +46 (0)90-17 05 00. Fax +46 (0)90-17 05 99.

www.ALO.SE




